
AP® Calculus AB Syllabus 

Course Overview  

All topics in the AP® Calculus Course Description for Calculus AB are  covered in      

this course.  The primary textbook used by the student is  Calculus of a Single Vari

able, 8th ed. by Larson, Hostetler and Edwards.  The objectives of this course are t

o prepare the student for the AP Exam, to  give the student a preview of college  

level mathematics and to instill in the  student the confidence to choose a technic

al university major.  In addition,  the student gains experience using technology to

 solve complex real world  problems involving topics in Calculus AB. 

Course Planner 

The following is the sequence of topics for AP Calculus AB. 
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Teaching Strategies 

New lessons are introduced in a one day lecture style similar to that used in 

a university course.  The next two to three subsequent days are used to work        

practice problems from the assigned homework, some of which incorporate          

historic AP problems when appropriate.  Technology utilization occurs almost       

daily in order to reinforce the underlying concepts and problem solving strategies.

  In addition, the student is required on daily work and tests to explain concepts,   

solution processes and problem solving strategies in essay form, some of which is 

done using the Equation Editor available in computer technology.  Student unders

tanding of problem solving strategies and concepts are checked by asking the        

student to verbally explain their work and understanding to the class during in      

class practice.  

Technology and Computer Software 

Each student is assigned a TInSpire graphing calculator for use in class.  Internet  

sites relevant to AP Calculus are frequented in order to  demonstrate the more     

abstract concepts through the use of interactive  animations.  Graphing calculator

s are used by the student to help solve problems, experiment, interpret results     

and support conclusions.  The student uses graphing technology to explore            

problems both at home and in  the classroom.  All major tests require the use of g

raphing  calculator for half  of the problems, which follows the format prescribed 

by the AP Exam.  

Student Evaluation 

Grades are assessed from homework, minor tests, major tests and the semester  

exam, with 60% of the student grade weighted in the test category.  Major tests   

follow the AP Exam format with equal weight being given for the multiple choice  

section and for the free response section.  The grading of the major test also          

follows the format used for the AP Exam.  As the students begin to develop            

knowledge of calculus, historic AP Free Response  Questions are used for minor    

tests along with historic AP Exam Multiple  Choice Questions.  Calculator use on te

sts also follows the model used on the AP Exam. 

 



Teacher Resources 

Primary Textbook 

Calculus of a Single Variable, 8th ed. by Larson, Hostetler and Edwards:  Houghton

 Mifflin, 2006. 

Technology Resources  

TI-nSpire or personal graphing calculators are used along with Internet sites 

relevant to calculus 


